TESL/Applied Linguistics

Required hours: 18 hours

I. Required (18 hours)

   LLC 2050  (3) Say What? Language in Mind & Society
   LLC 3010  (3) Second Language Acquisition (Pre: LLC 2050 or ENG 3610; 2 years language)
   LLC 3020  (3) Language, Society, & the Teaching of ESL (Pre: LLC 2050 or ENG 3610; 2 years language)
   LLC 3120  (6) Teaching Languages: Theory and Practice

Choose one:

   LLC 4550  (3) Structure of Modern English for TESL (Pre: LLC 2050 or ENG 3610; 2 years language; Sr. standing)
   OR
   ENG 3300  (3) Applied Grammar

A minimum of 9 hours must be "in residence," i.e. courses taken through ASU (can include study abroad, ASU online courses, etc.).